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Goals: potential areas mentioned in various UN reports

- Poverty reduction
- Jobs
- Gender equality
- Inequality
- Education
- Health
- Food
- Water
- Energy
- Climate change
- Urbanisation
- Natural assets
- Demography
- Migrations
- Peace
- Governance
- Global Partnership
- Infrastructure Technology

Debate 1
Which operational Water-related Targets?

Growing consensus inside the water community

Targets: potential areas

- Resilience to disasters
- Access to water / sanitation
- Water resources management / productivity
- Wastewater management
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Debate 2
A Goal dedicated to Water or not?

High-Level Panel Recommendations
May 2013 (in blue)

* As mentioned in various UN reports
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UN Secretary General’s Report to UN Assembly, July 2013 (in red)
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UN-Water draft
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* As mentioned in various UN reports
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* Aligned with UNSGAB recommendations

Debate 3

Precise content of Water-related Targets?

Work in progress
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Debate 1

Which operational Water-related Targets?

Inside the Water box

Debate 2

A Goal dedicated to Water or not?

Outside the Water box
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